LITERACY
“Must do” activities
☐ Complete the research activity on your chosen invention.
☐ Photograph/pick five inventions in your bedroom and explain how each of these have made your life easier (this can be uploaded onto your blog).
☐ Complete the weekly quiz.

MATHEMATICS
“Must do” activities
☐ Complete the activities that your teacher has set for you on Mathletics.
☐ Play some of the games on fractions to develop your knowledge.

WORD WORK
Choose one of these activities
☐ Have a go at the ‘Inventions Vocabulary Quiz’.
☐ Unscramble the words on inventions.

HELPING AT HOME
Complete as many as possible
☐ Sweep the patio.
☐ Empty the dishwasher
☐ Help bring the washing inside.
☐ Vacuum the house.
☐ Help make the lunches.

TEACH YOUR FAMILY
Choose one of these activities
☐ Teach your family about an inventor or invention that you have found quite interesting this week.
☐ Do something outdoors with your family.

OPTIONAL TASKS
These activities can be done if you finish everything early, or if you want an extra challenge!
☐ Write an acrostic poem using the word ‘Inventions’. How many new words can you include?
☐ Play, ‘Live Mathletics’.
☐ Write three of your own maths fraction problems for your parent to solve.

LIVING LIKE JESUS
Complete as many as possible
☐ Look through the newspaper. Find an article or picture of someone who is showing that they are using their inner strength to live like Jesus. Write a paragraph explaining how they are doing this.
☐ This week you explained which Gift of the Holy Spirit was your biggest strength. Write a few sentences explaining which gift is your mum and dad’s strength and why.

LITERACY
“Must do” activities
☐ Complete the research activity on your chosen invention.
☐ Photograph/pick five inventions in your bedroom and explain how each of these have made your life easier (this can be uploaded onto your blog).
☐ Complete the weekly quiz.

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
Choose two of these activities
☐ Spend 20 minutes stretching.
☐ Practice a skill used in your sport team.
☐ Do as many squats as you can without stopping.
☐ Skip for 2 minutes non-stop (this can be done without a skipping rope).

Instructions:
Read through the activities carefully & tick the box as you complete the activity. You will need to ask your teacher if you need help with anything & ask your parents to give you an effort rating in each box & sign.